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ABSTRACT
The main concept of this paper is the term quality. The main part of building any software product is reaching a
high level of quality and developing the quality it reaches. This paper concentrates on applying activities of
quality management on the software process (the life cycle of building the software) to achieve high level of
quality. These activities are: planning, control and assurance. By the term quality we mean the characteristic of
the software after we build it; it must be high and according to customer's requirement.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of software system is one of the most common things that are discussed with software
engineers. According to IEEE, software quality is the degree to the system that meets the customer's
requirements and expectations. There has always been an adjustment between high quality and timeto-market, but choosing the right life cycle to build the software always drives high quality to the
product. Life Cycle Quality Management, (LQM), helps to provide high quality throughout the entire
software development life cycle by reducing costs, risks and defects [1][6]. Skilled people, optimal
processes, and an effective technology in each phase of the process are always combined. Poor quality
affects on time to market and also it affects on cost because software sometimes needs to re design to
meet original requirement [2] [8].If the defects occur in the development life cycle at the first stage
and not detected earlier then it will be more cost to repair [3] [4].Software Quality Method (SQM)
always focuses on customer requirements. Each product has a unique technical and customers needs,
therefore SQM always evaluates the appropriate tools and methods to tailor them for each product
[5][7].
This paper introduces how quality management activities influence the life cycle (process) of any
software to produce a high quality product, and is organized as follows:
Section 2(Related works): this section includes and introduces papers that have any related topics to
this work; it shows all the works that introduce the quality as a main part of building the software
product. Section 3 defines the software development life cycle of the product and the basic stages of
it; it shows the basic definition of the software process and the types of it. Section 4 defines the basic
activities of quality management; it introduces the basic definitions of each activity: planning, control
and assurance. Sections 5 and 6 define the result and conclusion consecutively.

II.

RELATED WORKS

Many papers discuss quality as a basic goal through building the software. [9], this paper works on
quality by adopting the component based approach in software product line. The aim of this paper is
to increase the quality of the product by choosing the specific components for example increasing
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flexibility, reliability and usability. [10], this work describes how quality attributes affect building the
architectural design by building the architectural decisions which derived from these quality
attributes. Humphrey [11] discusses in his work the major problems of the software community are
caused as a result of not using data when measuring the quality of any product. Then he mentions that
the basic measures for any quality are time, size and defects. [12] Discusses that any task that is
changed, installed or modified needs the quality assurance activity to verify it. Jasmine and Vasantha
[13] introduce the quality, application and product of the system by proposing a quality metric (Defect
Removal Efficiency, DRE) that provides benefits for the project and process level. [14], this paper
discusses the relation between code readability and its relation with software quality, this relation
correlates strongly with traditional measures of software quality, code changes and defect reports.
This work is described how quality management activities applied on software life cycle to build high
quality products.

III.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE (SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS)

A software process is a set of consequent steps to achieve a specific purpose. With development
software process the purpose is to satisfy the needs of the user or client. The main goal of the process
is to build the software product with a low cost, low cycle time and a high level of quality. Achieving
a high level of quality needs an optimum process, so several process models were proposed
[15][21][29].
A process model can be defined as a plan of the development process. A process model has two
distinct uses [16] [22].
 It is used as the basis plan of a project
 It is used as the analysis description of what really happens during building the project.
The typical activities of any process model are [23][24]:
 System requirement and analysis
 Architectural design
 Design details
 Implementation
 Unit development
 Software integration and testing
 System integration and testing
 Installation at site
 Site testing and acceptance
 Training and documentation
 maintenance
A business process is a set of activities designed to produce a product result for a customer or a
market, in general business process categorised into three major concepts: Documentation, Redesign,
and Execution.[18] [19][20].
Several process models can be used: Waterfall, prototyping, incremental, agile and open source. Each
process model follows a particular life cycle to guarantee success in the process of software
development [17] [28][41].
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Figure 1. Software Development Life Cycle Stages

Figure 1 illustrates that software development life cycle has four generic stages. These stages
symbolize the main activities of the development process such as [26][27][25]:
WHAT: illustrate WHAT the software does.
HOW : illustrate HOW the software does WHAT.
BUILD: improve or BUILD the code to perform the WHAT.
USE: deploy the code or USE the computer code built previously.

IV.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

The quality management activities checks the deliverable product if it is being built according to
organisational standards and goal. Quality management is very important for the success of building
any software product. Quality management activities can bedivided into [30] [31]:


Quality planning



Quality control



Quality assurance

The organization of the quality management activities is important for the team that is developing the
large and complex system. Quality documentation is an important way to organise these activities;
[30] [32] the quality documentation is a record of what has been done by each group worked on the
project. Correct, complete, consistent and unambiguous information in the quality documentation
always meet customers’ requirements [30][32][33].
4.1 Quality planning
It is the first step in the quality management activities and is defined as a process of developing a
quality plan for a project. The quality plan should specify the desired qualities and describes how
these qualities can be achieved; the quality plan should also select the standards of the organization
that are appropriate to a specific product and development process. The good quality planning is to
assist communication with every one in the project, to ensure that all steps are corrected, completed
and on time. [30][34][35].
4.2 Quality control
Quality control checks the software development process to make sure that the quality assurance
standards are being followed. Quality reviews is the mostly used method to validate the quality of the
process or the product [30] [36] [37].
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4.3 Quality assurance
It is a set of processes of selecting the standards that should be applied to software development
process. The goal of software quality assurance is to improve quality by monitoring development
process to ensure the applicable of the standards and the procedures [39] [40]. One part of these
processes is selecting the tools and methods to support those standards. The important issue in
software quality assurance activity is that testing the functions of the application per the test plan and
then recording all defects [43]. Two types of standards are defined below [30]:
Product standards: these are standards that are applied to the software product which includes
documentation and coding standards [45].
Process standards: these are standards that define the process that should be followed during the
development of the process.
Over the years a number of quality frameworks have been developed to improve their products which
offering to customers [37].

V.

THE RESULT

The basic thing of quality mangment activities is that the qualities of development process directly
influences the quality of the delivered product, so choosing the optimal process model is the basic and
first part of builing any software.
Figure 2 illustrates the effects of choosing the process model on quality; it shows that the first part is
choosing the process model then building the product. After that the quality of the product is checked
to make sure that the delivered product is with a high level of quality.
Depend the type
of the software
process model

Build the
software product

No
Develop the
process

Achieve
high quality

yes

Deliver the
product to the
customer

Figure 2. Process model and quality

It must be known that software quality is a very difficult concept; it is sometimes not known how to
identify certain quality characteristics, therefore the quality must applied and checked on software
product starting from preparing the specification of the product through the life cycle that builds it,
and finally delivering the product with high level of quality. Figure 3 illustrates that.
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Figure 3. The quality and the product

Any new requirements specifications or changing on the requirements must enter the life cycle of
quality mangment activities. It makes sure that quality is taken into account from the beginning.
Figure4 shows that.
Requirment
specification

Life cycle of quality mangment activity

Quality planning

Quality control

Quality assurance

Manage decision support

Figure 4. New requirement and quality management activities

In this section the theory of achieving high quality when building any product is discussed. However,
there are some important reasons why data is not used in it. these reasons include:


There is no specific definition for quality measure



the data are not easy to gather

Software engineering is basically a team activity in which members are assigned responsibilities
based on their roles in the team, selecting the best people for these roles based on their personalities
and this is the main factor for building an effective team [44]. Also it must be known that the team of
quality management should be independent from the development team, so that they can take an
objective view of the software product. Also the incorrect choice of life cycle causes lower quality of
product and wasted efforts among members of project team [38][42][43]

VI.

CONCLUSION

The product's quality is the main goal to every business product. This survey focuses on both Quality
Management Activities and software lifecycle. It shows how the activities of the Quality Management
are applied on the life cycle of a product in order to build it with a high quality. It also shows how
choosing the optimal process model for building process reduces time, risk, cost and mainly
producing the product with high level of quality.
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